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Abstract
Pharmaceutical expense constitutes a great part of health service expenses. The increase in pharmaceutical consumption will
also increase the health expenses. The aim of this study is to identify the factors affecting pharmaceutical consumption of
provinces with the quantile regression model based on 2013 data of Turkey. In the case of not being able to use classic
regression hypothesis, quantile regression that is one of the robust regression methods has been used as an alternative to
multilinear regression and analysis has been done based on various quantiles. Total pharmaceutical consumption of provinces
in 2013 has been used as dependent variable. All variables in OLS and 75th quantile regression models have been found
statistically meaningful. According to the results of the analysis, it has been determined that the population of the provinces
consisting of 65 years old and above, life for male at birth, life for female at birth and whether the province has a coast on or no
are significantly effective in pharmaceutical consumption.
Keywords: pharmaceutical consumption, OLS, quantile regression, province

1. Introduction
World Health Organization defines drug as “a substance or product that is prescribed to be used or being used for the
purpose of examining or changing the physiological systems or pathological conditions for the benefit of the recipient”.
Drugs are chemical substances which have remedial effect or provide health services support for the life of human. In
other words, drug is the technological product being significant for struggling with disease and preventing diseases in
individual and social level (AúÕkgil, 2013; Passmore and Kailis, 1994).
Pharmaceutical expenses consist of a great of health service expenses. The increase in pharmaceutical
consumption will increase the health expenses. The increase in elderly population brings about an increase in health
expenses per person in the country. Aging of population is defined as the increase in the number of people who are 65
years old and above. While planning the health expenses in next years, especially expenses on pharmaceutical
consumption, the elderly population should be taken into account. Indeed, health services expense per person is a
function of the age. Even if the total population of a country decreases, the increase of elderly population will increase the
pharmaceutical consumption (O’Neill et al., 2003; Dormont et al., 2006). Pharmaceutical consumption also differs
depending on characteristical features such as sex, socioeconomic status and region of residence (Metge et al., 1999).
Besides, as well as the pharmaceutical consumption in next years of a country depends on the demographical structure
of the society, it also depends on the possible epidemics and the developments in health and medical technology (Van
der Aa et al., 2011).
Pharmaceutical consumption per person in Turkey is very low when it is compared to developed countries
(Tokgöz, 2010). However, a heavy increase has being experienced in pharmaceutical consumption recently. Whereas
pharmaceutical consumption per person was 7 packages in 1989, this number increased to 16 packages in 2003. Not
only pharmaceutical consumption increases in Turkey, but also inappropriate pharmaceutical consumption increases.
Approximately 200 million prescriptions are written in a year in Turkey (Semin et al., 2007). There is a need to raise
awareness in society of wise use of medicines, price regulations and policies to reduce the cost in order to lower the
pharmaceutical consumption without decreasing the usability of medicines due to source problem especially in time of
crisis (Garuoliene et al., 2011; Rüütel and Pudersell, 2011; Behmane and Innus, 2011). The rest of the study proceeds as
follows. Literature research has been done related to pharmaceutical consumption and the factors affecting
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pharmaceutical consumption in section 2. Methods and data used in the study have been introduced in the section 3. The
results and comments of the estimated model have been given in the section 4. In the section 5, the discussion of the
results has been done and some suggestions have been made.
2. Literature Review
Since medicine prices directly affect the medicine demand and pharmaceutical consumption, many countries have
government policies about medicine prices. Especially in some studies, price changes of medicines in Germany
(Stargardt, 2011), the effect of the changes related to medicine policies between 1995 and 2007 in Portuguese on
pharmaceutical consumption (Barros and Nunes, 2010), price elasticity of medicine demands of high-income old people
in Australia (Siminski, 2011), the determinants of the regulations in medicine prices and the effect of those on the demand
of prescription medicine in Taiwan (Liu et al., 2012), policy changes for the pharmaceutical market after the 2008 crisis in
Greece (Vandorosd and Stargardt, 2013), the effect of substitution reforms in medicine market on medicine prices in
Sweden (Granlund, 2010), the applications in medicine market in the USA and the efficiency of health expenses
(Hilsenrath, 2011) have been investigated. Besides, while Capri and Levaggi (2006) have dealt with price regulations in
pharmaceutical expenses, Carone et al. (2012) have made an evaluation on medicine policies reducing the cost in
pharmaceutical expenses of the European Union. AúÕkgil (2013) has investigated the relation between total production
cost and medicine sales in 5 different pharmaceutic forms by using annual data between 2004 and 2010 with panel data
regression model.
There have been studies that have been conducted by using cross-sectional data obtained by questionnaires to
identify the factors affecting pharmaceutical consumption. In the recent studies, the factors affecting pharmaceutical
consumption of the people staying at nursing homes in Belgium (Elseviers et al., 2010), the factors affecting
pharmaceutical consumption in Spain with multinominal logistic regression (Jiménez-Rubio and Hernández-Quevedo,
2010), the waste and consumption of pharmaceutical of people in Jordan (Abushanab et al., 2013), pharmaceutical
expenses and the determinants of pharmaceutical consumption of the people living in Catalonia (Costa-Font et al., 2007),
the factors affecting the pharmaceutical consumption of pediatric population between 0 and 17 years-old (Clavenna et al.,
2009), socio-demographic factors affecting pharmaceutical consumption in Greece (Pappa et al., 2006), financial burden
of pharmaceutical consumption to people and public in Poland (àuczak and García-Gómez, 2012) and health expenses in
1992 and 2000 in France have been examined comparatively to the data obtained by questionnaires (Dormont et al.
2006).
The factors affecting pharmaceutical consumption have been determined by using panel data and time series data
on the basis of country/countries. In some studies, the factors affecting the amount of the sale of medicine prescribed
by medical doctors in Iran with panel data analysis (Tahmasebi et al., 2013), the relation between health care services
and pharmaceutical consumption in seven European countries (Grandfils et al., 2009), the relation between
pharmaceutical consumption and life expectancy by using the data of OECD countries (Miller and French, 2000; Frech
and Richard, 2004; Shaw et al., 2005; Caliskan, 2009), the reasons of increasing pharmaceutical expenses in Greece
between 1991 and 2006 (Lambrelli and O’Donnell, 2011), the relation between general health results and pharmaceutical
expenses in Canada (Crémieux et al., 2004) and the effect and importance of the determinants of health expenses per
person (Karatzas, 2000; Fukawa and Izumida, 2004) have been examined.
There have been specific studies on pharmaceutical consumption. In the recent studies, the use of antibiotics in
Scandinavian countries (Bergan, 2001), the use of orphan medicines between 2008 and 2010 in Turkey (Koçkaya et al.,
2014), whether the pharmaceutical consumption has an important effect on the decrease in mortality rate related to
cardiovascular in Germany (Haussler et al., 2007) have been examined. Socio-economic and demographic factors
affecting the consumption of antibiotics have been investigated particularly in some studies (Nitzan et al., 2010; Filippini
et al., 2009; Kern et al., 2006; Matuz et al., 2005). Evaluations on the consumption of various antibiotic medicines across
the world have been done in the recent study (Van Boeckel et al., 2014).
Gallini et al. (2012) have examined the effect of medicine preferences of hospitals on pharmaceutical consumption.
It has been determined that the consumption in hospitals has not positively affected the pharmaceutical consumption.
Some factors such as the class and size of the hospitals have determined this effect. Van der Aa et al. (2011) have tried
to estimate the effect of the increase and aging of the population in the Netherlands on pharmaceutical consumption in
next years. Kisa (2006) has made a general evaluation of the medicine market and technological development in Turkey
by doing a literature research.
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3. Research Method and Data
3.1

Quantile Regression

A method named quantile regression and used to estimate the functional relation between variables or between
dependent variable and independent variable in any quantile value in order to eliminate the limits of classical linear
regression models has been developed (Koenker ve Bassett, 1978).
Quantile regression is useful especially when conditional quantiles vary and determines the regression coefficients
depending on quantiles. Whereas classical linear regression models based on the minimization of the sum of residuals’
squares estimate the conditional average functions, the quantile regression models based on the minimization of the sum
of cumulative absolute deviation of residuals estimate the conditional median functions and all other conditional quantile
functions (Choi et al., 2012).
The basic quantile regression model is expressed as
ݕ ൌ ݔᇱ ߚఏ  ݑఏ with ܳݐ݊ܽݑఏ ሺݕ Ȁݔ ሻ ൌ ݔ ߚఏ
ݕ is the dependent variable, ݔ is the independent variable, ߚ is the coefficient vector to be estimated and
ݑ ൌ ݕ െ ݔ ߚ is the residual, ș. is regression quantile
1 °
min ® ¦ θ yi − xi β + ¦ (1 − θ ) yi − xi β
β n
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it is estimated with minimization (Buchinsky, 1998).
The regression model is estimated as the following based on markers of ș. quantile regression observation value.
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Here,
is the marker of α and if α is positive, it takes 1 and if it is negative or 0, it takes 1 value (Koenker
ve Bassett, 1978).

3.2

Data

The data of pharmaceutical consumption (the number of pillbox) according to provinces in 2013 in Turkey has been
obtained from Turkish office of IMS Health company. IMS Health is a company providing the support of information, data,
service and technology for health sector. It also provides extensive data support to the researchers if they want. The data
related to independent variables included in the model has been obtained from the website of Turkish Statistical Institute.
Independent variables are the population of 65 year-olds and above of the provinces, life expectancy at birth for men and
women in respect to provinces and the condition whether the province has a coast on or not.
4. Results
4.1

Descriptive Statistics

The definitions of dependent and independent variables in this study are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Definitions of variables.
Variables
CONSUMPTION
AGE65
LøFE_FOR_MALE
LIFE_FOR_FEMALE
SEA

Definition
The number of pillbox consumed in the province
The number of people aged 65 and above
Life expectancy of males in the province at birth
Life expectancy of females in the province at birth
Whether the province has a coast on or not

The VIF technique was used to test the existence of multicollinearity. The VIF values for all variables are below 5, and
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thus no multicollinearity was detected. The descriptive statistics of the variables used in this study are shown in Table 2.
In 2013, the number of pillbox which consumed for the provinces is average 21959720.79. Pharmaceutical consumption
data distribution of provinces is positive skew and leptokurtic.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the model variables (N = 81)
Variable
Dependent variable
CONSUMPTION
LnCONSUMPTION
Independent variables
AGE65
LøFE_FOR_MALE
LIFE_FOR_FEMALE
SEA

Mean

Median

Max

Min

Std. Dev.

21959720.79 10800411 360853934 1012097 43544879.74
16.24
16.20
19.70
13.83
1.06
72736.96
73.58
79.04
0.33

45554.00
73.70
79.20
0.00

828811.00
76.30
82.20
1.00

7651.00
70.20
74.00
0.00

106652.25
1.39
1.51
0.47

Skewness Kurtosis
6.31
0.42

46.97
0.68

5.13
-0.37
-0.65
0.72

32.66
-0.28
0.80
-1.52

To better explain our findings, we provided the pharmaceutical consumption distribution in Table 3. For example, the
pharmaceutical consumption at the 25th percentile was 5593535,5, indicating that 20 percent of the provinces have a
pharmaceutical consumption lower than 5593535,5.
Table 3. Percentiles and Pharmaceutical Consumption (N = 81)
Percentile
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95

4.2

CONSUMPTION
2228953,6
3209272,6
4017697,0
4594158,6
5593535,5
6795552,6
7302379,8
8139598,4
9353190,3
10800411,0
11782706,2
12636264,4
14853159,2
19786548,6
22725472,0
27606675,4
35569620,8
42486426,8
61701051,8

lnCONSUMPTION
14,62
14,98
15,21
15,34
15,54
15,73
15,80
15,91
16,05
16,20
16,28
16,35
16,51
16,80
16,94
17,13
17,38
17,56
17,94

Model Estimation

The following equation is the basic model of the empirical study:
lnCONSUPMTIONi = Į + ȕ1AGE65i + ȕ2LIFE_FOR_MALEi + ȕ3LIFE_FOR_FEMALEi + ȕ4DiSEAi + ui
where i=1,…,N (N being the number of observations). DiSEAi which is a dummy variable identifying whether the
province has a coast on or not ( If the coast province D = 1 or D=0).
The results of OLS and quantile regression have been demonstrated in Table 4. All variables in OLS regression
model have been found statistically meaningful. While the variables of Age65, Life for male and Sea have positive effect
on pharmaceutical consumption, the variable of Life for female has negative effect. When the models of quantile
regression have been examined, the effect of the population aged 65 and over in the provinces is positive on
pharmaceutical consumption and it has been found statistically meaningful in all quantile regression models. The effect of
coefficient has risen in especially high quantiles. Life expectance of male at birth has been found meaningful in 75th
quantile regression and it has positive effect on pharmaceutical consumption. Life expectancy of female at birth has been
found meaningful in 10th, 50th and 75th quantile regression models and it has negative effect on pharmaceutical
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consumption. Whether the province has a coast on or not has been found statistically meaningful in 50th and 75th
quantile regression models. It can be said that pharmaceutical consumption of the province increases because the
province has a coast on. Consequently, it has been seen that the results of models in high quantiles are better.
Table 4. Results of OLS and the quantile regression model.
Quantile Regression Models
q = 0,10
q = 0,25
q = 50
q = 75
240947*
27.843*
20.732**
22.122*
26.077*
CONSTANT
(4.635)
(10.193)
(8.333)
( 4.337)
(4.248)
6.35e-06**
5.31e-06*
8.04e-06*
8.84e-06*
0.00001*
AGE65
( 7.85e-07) (1.14e-06) (2.17e-06) (7.17e-07) ( 5.05e-07)
0.260*
0.383
0.205
0.207
0.184**
LùFE_FOR_MALE
(0.109)
(0.268)
(0.229)
(0.105)
(0.086)
-0.349*
-0.524**
-0.261
-0.276*
-0.302*
LIFE_FOR_FEMALE
(0.104)
(0.249)
(0.206)
(0.097)
(0.086)
0.538*
0.840
0.395
0.522*
0.398**
SEA
( 0.190)
( 0.528)
( 0.338)
( 0.180)
( 0.186)
R2
0.58
Pseudo R2
0.2789
0.2815
0.3799
0.4635
Note: *p<0.01; **p<0.05; Standard errors are reported in the parentheses
OLS

q = 90
30.261*
(10.420)
0.00001*
( 1.21e-06)
0.122
(0.178)
-0.292
(0.176)
0.096
(0.489)
0.4741

Figure 1 indicate coefficient estimates of OLS and quantile regression models. The vertical axis represents the estimated
parameter for each exogenous variable, whereas the horizontal axis displays the quantile. The horizontal lines plot the
OLS estimate and its 95% confidence interval.

Figure 1. Coefficient estimates of OLS and quantile regressions.
5. Discussion
Medicines have become an indispensable element of human life. Due to the recently growing and aging population in
Turkey, pharmaceutical consumption and accordingly pharmaceutical expenses have been increasing. The aim of this
study is to identify the factors affecting pharmaceutical consumption at province level for 2013. The variables such as
population structure of provinces, location, and life expectancy can be effective in pharmaceutical consumption.
According to the results, it has been determined that pharmaceutical consumption rises as the population aged 65 and
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above of the provinces increases. Considering the studies in the literature, it has been identified that increase in elderly
population increases the pharmaceutical consumption (Dormont et al., 2006; Van der Aa et al. 2011; Pappa et al., 2006;
Karatzas, 2000). However, when Elseviers et al. (2010) has examined the factors affecting pharmaceutical consumption
of the people staying at nursing homes in Belgium, he cannot find a linear relation between age and pharmaceutical
consumption. It has been observed that pharmaceutical consumption decreases after the age of 70. Similarly, Fukawa
and Izumida (2004) have stated that health expenses per person start to decrease after the age group of 85-89.
In the recent studies, it has been found out that variables such as gender (Costa-Font et al., 2007; Tahmasebi et
al. 2013; Jiménez-Rubio and Hernández-Quevedo, 2010), age (Clavenna et al., 2009; Tahmasebi et al., 2013; JiménezRubio and Hernández-Quevedo, 2010), the level of income (Costa-Font et al., 2007; Abushanab et al., 2013), region
(Clavenna et al., 2009), the state of disease (Costa-Font et al., 2007), private health insurance (Jiménez-Rubio and
Hernández-Quevedo, 2010), the use of cigarettes and alcohol (Jiménez-Rubio and Hernández-Quevedo, 2010) and the
behavior of doctors (Lambrelli and O’Donnell, 2011) have positive effect on pharmaceutical consumption. It has been
determined in some studies that there is a positive relation between life expectancy and pharmaceutical consumption
(Grandfils et al., 2009; Miller and French, 2000; Shaw et al., 2005; Frech and Richard, 2004; Caliskan, 2009). Life
expectancies of male and female at birth have been taken as separate variables in this study. Whereas positive relation
has been found between life expectancy of males at birth and pharmaceutical consumption, a negative relation has been
found in females.
Clavenna et al. (2009) have identified in the study related to pharmaceutical consumption of children whose ages
range between 0 and 17 that the region of the children influences pharmaceutical consumption. The condition of the
province as to whether it has a coast on or not affects the pharmaceutical consumption positively in the quantile
regression models of OLS, 50th and 75th in this study.
This study has some limitations. The study has been conducted only with the data of 2013 and according to 81
provinces in Turkey. More comprehensive results could have been obtained if the data at county level had been reached.
In further studies, pharmaceutical consumptions of provinces can be investigated with panel quantile regression model by
considering the data of previous years. Training activities based on especially visual and auditory materials should be
extended by policy makers in order to raise awareness of conscious pharmaceutical consumption of people. The levels of
pharmaceutical consumption should be tried to estimate by conducting studies about changes in population structure in
the future.
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